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Rectangular Patch Resonator
with Laminated Ground Plane
Jean-Fu Kiang, Member, IEEE

Abstruct- In this paper, we analyze the effect of a laminated ground plane on the resonance frequency of rectangular
patch resonators. We model each lamina of the ground plane
as an anisotropic layer and use a transition matrix to relate
the tangential field components in different laminae. An integral
equation is formulated in the spectral domain, and Galerkin’s
method is applied to solve the integral equation for the resonance
frequencies of the patch resonator. A perturbation approach is
also derived for comparison.
The effects of substrate dielectric are studied. The resonance
frequency variation thus obtained will be useful in designing
patch resonators attached to composite laminated surfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

ATCH resonators are used as low-profile radiating elements where a rectangular patch is attached to a substrate
with a ground plane [l], [ 2 ] . Conventionally, the ground
plane is modeled as a perfect electric conductor. A surface
impedance approach has been used to model the imperfect conductor in a layered medium [3]. In [4], the current distribution
inside imperfect conductors of finite thickness is considered in
analyzing the attenuation properties of microstrip lines.
In modern aircraft and vehicle designs, composite materials
have been used widely in the vehicle surface to reduce the
weight or the radar cross section. Take for example, a graphiteepoxy (GE) composite is made of several laminae of epoxy
rezin with conductive graphite fibers embedded in specific
directions [5]. If a patch resonator is built on composite
surface, details of the ground plane need to be considered.
In some circuit board fabrications, to improve the adhesion
between the ground plane and substrate with temperature
variation, the ground planes are made by laying one layer of
metallic wires over the substrate, followed by another layer of
wires perpendicular to the first layer. Thus the ground plane
can be modeled as two stacking layers of anisotropic media.
In each wire layer, the conductivity along the wire orientation
is much higher than the perpendicular orientations. Understanding the meshed ground plane characteristics becomes
practically important if we try to build a patch resonator with
such a ground plane.
In this paper, we will study the effect of laminated ground
planes on the resonance frequencies of a rectangular patch
resonator. Each lamina of the ground plane is a periodic
structure in the zy-plane. Scattering from a sandwiched layer
of conducting fibers has been analyzed [6]. If the fiber spacing
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is comparable to wavelength, Floquet modes should be incorporated in the analysis. In [5], an anisotropic conductivity
tensor is used to study the shielding effectiveness of a G/E
composite. The fiber separation in each G/E lamina is a
tiny fraction of a wavelength, hence using an equivalent
conductivity tensor is appropriate to analyze its propagation
properties.
Characteristics of a patch resonator on anisotropic substrates
have been analyzed by several authors [7]-[lo]. In [8], a differential matrix operator is derived from Maxwell’s equations
to calculate the tangential field components. This method was
also used in optics [ll], [12] and scattering [13]. General
derivations can also be found in [14]-1171.
With either a meshed ground plane or laminated ground
plane, the resonance characteristics is different from that
obtained by the solid ground plane assumption. We assume
that the wire/fiber spacing in each lamina of the ground plane
is much smaller than a wavelength, hence each lamina can be
modeled as an anisotropic layer with a conductivity tensor.
We will first formulate a transition matrix, then derive an
integral equation based on the electric surface current on the
rectangular patch. Galerkin’s method is applied to solve for the
resonance frequencies. We also derive a perturbation approach
for comparison.
MATRIX
11. TRANSITION
A rectangular patch resonator is shown in Fig. 1. Assume
that the ground plane is composed of N laminae of homogeneous anisotropic media, and the principal axes of each
lamina lie in the zy-plane. All laminae are stacked along the
z-direction, and the effective permittivity (5) and conductivity
(z) tensors in each lamina are independent of z.
We first derive the transition matrix in the spectral domain
for a single lamina. If the principal axis of and 5 skews from
the z-axis by an angle a (fibers are laid from the x-axis by
an angle a ) ,$ and 2 can be expressed as

where F s and F , are 2 x 2 tensors. EXz = rLxcosza +thy
=
= (<ky
sin a cos a , tyy = tLxsin2 a
sin2 a , tZy

rYx

-<Lx)

<,:

<

+<~,cos2a,and tz,=
with as either t or C. Here,
<by, and <Lz are variables measured along the principal
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E, = ~ s O e Y ” =
, ~HsoeYZ.
,_ The eigenvalue
_ y’
_ can be
solved from either det (y2T-He) = 0 or det (r2r-Hh) = 0.
Explicitly,
-

y:,yz = t r (Ze)
rir.

2/[:

-

tr (E,)]’- det

(Ze)

The Ex-and E,-components of the eigenvector E, are
where He,i3 is the
related by Ey = (r2- He,ll)Ex/He,12,
ijth element of matrix H e . The associated ff, equals to

-_
- 1

E,, . (dE,/dz). We may express E, as E, = AeYa‘ +
Be-Yaz CeYbz De-Ybz, then the associated Ey,H,, and

+

z=o

+

H,-components become

z = -d

E, = aa(AeYaz+ B e p Y a z +
) ab(CeYb”+ De-Ybz)

z=-d-h

H,

=E;21

axes of the medium. We also assume an isotropic permeability
of po in the whole medium.
The E-field, z-field, and the curl operator can be decomposed into a z-component and s - ( ~ and
- y-) components
first. After applying the Faraday’s law and the Ampere’s law
to eliminate the E,- and H,-components, and assuming a
solution with the xy-dependence of exp (ZX,’ F , ) , we obtain
the following state-variable equations [ 171

+

1

y (AeYa” - Be-7.”)
yb(CeYbt - De--Ybt)
aaya(AeY-”
- Be-^/a”) + abYb(CeYbz- DepYbz
)
a

-[

Fig. 1. A rectangular patch resonator in the presence of a laminated ground
plane.

(5)

where aa = (‘)‘~-He,ll)/He,lZ and ab = (‘$-He,ll)/He,lZ.
Define
--

V ( k s , z )= [ E x ( F s , ~ ) , E y ( ~ s , ~ ) , H ~ ( ~ s , ~ ) , H y ( ~ s , ~ ) l t
then we have the compact form

_-

V ( k s ,z ) = F(X,,z , 0) . V(7iS,
0)

_-

-

with P ( z ) =
diag[eYaz,e-Yaz,eYbZ,e-Yb,] .
the
transition matrix between the tangential
field
components
at
z = z and z = 0. The explicit form of is (6), shown at the
bottom of the page, where

where

r

k2

1

Lu. RECTANGULAR
PATCHRESONATOR
ff,,

ff,, ZWE,,

- ZWE,,

J

As shown in Fig. 1, the z-component of the fields in each
region can be expressed as
M

-CO

r

1

I

1

1

1
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where

(9)

-cc
03

wherex, = 2 k , + $ k , , z o = z + d o , z l = z + d l , z z = z + d : , ,
and 23 = z+d2. In (7), e n ( x s ) ( h n ( x s )is) the spectral domain
representation of Enz(F)(Hnz(F))
with n = 0,3. In region
(l), both an upward component ( e y ( x s ) )and a downward
component (e?(%,)) are needed to represent El,(?=),as is
231, ( T ) . These unknowns in the spectral domain will be solved
later in this section.
The tangential (to z ) components of the field can be
expressed as [18]

At z = O,Eos(T,) = Els(Ts)implies (10) as shown at the
bottom of the page.
= 0+) - Z~,(.Z
= 0-)]
At z = O , T s ( F s ) = h x [Po,(z
gives (1 1), also shown at the bottom of the page.
The tangential field components at z = ZN = -d and
z = zo = -d - h are related by the transition matrix as

JJ
-03
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-

- Multiplying (14) by
--

F(k,) and defining Q i j

-

-

= F(&) -pij.

Next, substituting (16) and (18) into ( l l ) , we have

F ( k , ) with I 5 i , j 5 2, we have

.o'
00

-

Js(Fs)=

d~,eikS'~SIs(ks)

-w

where we get (21) as shown at the bottom of the page.
Thus, we have

From (15), we obtain

-w

Now we impose the boundary condition that

where

Js(Fs)= 0,
E o s ( F s ) = 0,

outside of the strip
on the strip surface.

(24)
Equation (24) is the dual vector integral equation to be solved
for the resonance frequencies.
IV. GALERKIN'S
METHOD

(17)
Substituting (16) into (lo), we obtain

For a rectangular patch of width a along the x-axis and b
along the y-axis, we choose a set of basis functions to represent
the surface current Js(Fs)as
-

Nx

M x

+Y

.rs(Fs) = P

N Y

M,

bnmgnm(Fs)

~nmfnm(Fs)
n = l m=O

n=O m = l

(25)
where

where
Snm(Fs) =

gnm(Ps) =

{

sin ( n ~ x l acos
) (mnylb),
0 5 x 5 a,O 5 y 5 b
0,
elsewhere
cos ( n n x l a ) sin (mnylb),
0 5 z 5 a,O 5 y 5 b
0,
elsewhere.

(26)
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Taking the Fourier transform of (25), substituting into (23),
and imposing the boundary condition in (24), we have

and

V

where Fa and w, are the electric field and the resonance
frequency of the unperturbed cavity, and gfand w f are the
magnetic field and the resonance frequency of the perturbed
cavity. (W T ) ,is the unperturbed time-averaged total energy
stored in the cavity, and AS is the surface area of the
sidewalls.
In the unperturbed case, the field components are independent of z since the substrate is very thin. Thus, the only
existing modes are the TM,, modes of which E, is the only
nonvanishing electric field component. Explicitly,

where

-M

-

M

inm(Ics) =

1

E , =,?E,,

dF,e-~zs"sg,,,(f,).

(28)

-

H , =-

a&

-03

Next, we take the inner product of 2 f k l ( F s ) and $gkl(T,)
with (27) to obtain a matrix equation as

COS ( a m z )COS (,&y)

iW€l

+ E Em,[2Pn cos ( a m z )sin (AV)

- $am sin (amz) COS

(P~Y)]

(33)

where a , = mr/a and Pn = n.lr/b. The unperturbed
frequency is
1
U? = - 4 m .
(34)

lhwl

The induced surface current on the side of the patch attaching
to the substrate is

0,

5',

outside of the patch.

_ -

The corresponding H f and Js(ks)are
03

-

.$gnm(Ks) = 0,

0 5 k 5 Ny,l5

Is My.

-

-

&,eakS'FS-F (-k )

H f =;ifls =
-03

(29)

Equation (29) constitutes a determinantal equation to be solved
for the resonance frequency.

V. PERTURBATION
ANALYSIS
In this section, we will derive a perturbation approach to
calculate the approximate resonance frequencies. When the
substrate is very thin and the composite material is very
conductive, the resonance frequencies approach that of the
magnetic wall cavity. In this limit, the rectangular resonator
structure can be viewed as a perturbation of a rectangular
resonator with a perfect conductor ground plane and perfect
magnetic sidewalls. The resonance frequency shift from that
of the magnetic wall cavity can be calculated as 1181
a w = Wf

with

-

L

wi = 4(wT)i

.

[g].

(37)
-

-

Substituting (33) and (36) into (31) with J,(k,) derived from
(39, we have (38), as shown at the bottom of the next page,
and the time-averaged stored energy is

where

vm = 1 when m = 0, and vm = 2 when m > a.
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Fig. 2. Real part of (0, 1) mode resonance frequency of a rectangular patch
resonator with one lamina of solid copper ground plane, a = 18 cm, b = 10
= E:= = to,a:, = oLY =
cm, €0 = € 3 = eo, tl = 3 pm, e l Z : =
o:, = 5.8 x lo7 U/m, 0: results from [2].
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Fig. 3. Imaginary part of (0, 1) mode resonance frequency of a rectangular
patch resonator with one lamina of solid copper ground plane. The parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.

obtained deviates from the result obtained using N, = My = 2
and M, = ivy = 1 by less than 2%.
Next, we calculate the resonance frequency of the same
In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the (0, 1) mode resonance
frequency of a rectangular patch resonator with a 3 pm-thick patch resonator in the presence of a two-lamina G/E composite
solid copper ground plane. The results with a perfect conductor ground plane. As shown in Fig. 4, the real part of the resonance
ground plane and € 1 = 2.356, from [2] are also shown for frequency decreases significantly when d l b approaches zero
comparison. The real part does not converge to the unperturbed and the higher substrate dielectric constant gives a larger
resonance frequency when the substrate thickness approaches extent of decrease. In Fig. 5 , we show the imaginary part of
zero. The imaginary part of the resonance frequency by the resonance frequency. The results by using Galerkin's method
Galerkin's method does converge to zero at zero substrate indicate that a higher substrate dielectric constant gives a
thickness, but by the perturbation approach does not. The per- higher imaginary part at small d l b . As d gets smaller, the
turbation approach also predicts a higher imaginary frequency field beneath the patch tends to leak through the laminated
shift than the Galerkin's method does. Both approaches predict ground plane. On the other hand, the perturbation approach
a slight real part decrease and imaginary part increase when predicts only a slight increase at small d l b for €1 = 9.86,.
d f b approaches zero for high dielectric constant €1 = 9 . 8 ~ ~ . The perturbation approach works better when the perturbed
Note that the (0, 1) mode is a hybrid mode corresponding field deviates slightly from the unperturbed field. The unperto the TMol mode in the perturbation analysis, but they turbed field in (33) and the surface current in (35) are derived
are not exactly the same. The wave modes underneath the based on the assumption that the cavity has a perfect conductor
substrate are hybrid modes consisting of both TM and TE ground plane and no field penetrates into the composite
components. When the substrate thickness approaches zero, ground. With a thin substrate and low conductivity laminated
the TM component dominates over the TE counterpart.
composite ground, the field distribution tends to penetrate
We choose N, = My = 1 and M, = N y = 0 to represent into the composite ground and deviate from the unperturbed
the surface current in (25). The resonance frequency thus field significantly. Hence, a large imaginary part of resonance

VI.

RESULTS AND

DISCUSSIONS
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Fig. 5. Imaginary part of (0, 1) mode resonance frequency of a rectangular patch resonator with a two-lamina G/E composite ground plane. The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.

frequency due to power leakage can not be predicted by the
perturbation analysis. With high ground conductivity as in
Fig. 2, the perturbed and unperturbed field distributions are
similar, hence the difference between these two approaches
is not as significant when the substrate thickness approaches
zero. With thick substrate, the field distribution underneath the
patch is hybrid, and (35) no longer adequately represents the
current distribution. Hence, the results of these two approaches
are different.
To check the effect of lamina conductivity on the resonance
frequencies, we choose a constant value for uhy and ,
:
a for the
G/E composite and make oLz a variable ranging from lo4 to
lo7 U/m. The resonance frequency of the ( 0 , l ) mode is shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. We observe that a higher substrate dielectric

Fig. 7. Imaginary part of (0, 1) mode resonance frequency of a rectangular patch resonator with a two-lamina G/E composite ground plane. The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 6.

constant gives a higher imaginary frequency shift at low
since lower okz in the laminae implies that more power can
penetrate through them. This observation is consistent with
Figs. 4 and 5.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We use a transition matrix to incorporate the effect of
the laminated ground plane in our integral equation formulation. Galerkin's method is applied to solve for the resonance
frequencies of rectangular patch resonators. The imaginary
frequency shift increases when substrate thickness gets smaller
and when the lamina conductivity decreases. It is caused
by power leakage through the laminated ground plane. The
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leakage is more significant with a higher substrate dielectric
constant. The observations are useful in designing rectangular
patch ~esonatorswith laminated or meshed ground planes.
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